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Abstract: Routing algorithms in delay tolerant networks (DTN) adopt the store-carry-forward way, and this needs the nodes to work in a cooperative way. However, nodes may not be willing to help others in many applications and this behavior can be seen as individual selfish. On the other hand, nodes often can be divided into different communities, and nodes in the same community often have some social ties. Due to these social ties, nodes are more willing to help the one in the same community. This behavior can be seen as social selfish. Note that some nodes may belong to more than one community in the real world, and this phenomenon makes the network have overlapping communities. This paper proposed a theoretical model to describe the performance of epidemic routing (ER) in such network. Simulation results show the accuracy of our model. Numerical results show that the selfish nature can make the performance of the routing policy be worse, but those nodes belonging to multi-communities can decrease the impact of the selfish nature in certain degree.
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1 Introduction

At present, there has been a growing interest to study the communication policy for challenged networking applications, such as deep-space exploration [1], vehicular networks [2], mobile social networks [3], etc. In these new environments, the end-to-end connectivity cannot be assumed because the network is quite sparse or nodes are moving fast. That is, a complete path from source to destination does not exist or such a path is highly unstable and may change or break soon after it has been discovered. These networks belong to the general category of Delay Tolerant Networks (DTN) [4]. In traditional Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET), nodes communicate with each other based on the assumption that there exists at least one fully connected path between communication nodes. Therefore, routing policies in MANET cannot be used directly in DTN. In order to overcome the network partitions, nodes of DTN communicate through a store-carry-forward mode. Due to the node mobility, different links come up and down. If the sequence of connectivity graphs over a time interval is overlapped, then an end-to-end path might exist, so the message should be forwarded over the existing link, stored and carried at the next hop until the next link comes up [5].

Many routing policies have been proposed in DTN. According to the number of replicas, these policies can be divided into two classes: that is, single-copy and multi-copy. In the first class, nodes keep only one copy of the message and attempt to forward that copy towards the node which has higher probability to meet the destination, such as the works in [6], [7], etc. Therefore,
how to select the proper relay nodes to carry the copy is critical. In the multi-copy methods, one message may have many replicas and they are transited at the same time to increase the successful ratio [8]-[9]. The core is to select proper relay nodes to store or forward these copies. Therefore, routing policies in both classes depend on the help of other nodes. However, nodes may not be willing to help others due to the constraint of buffer space or power resources [10]. This behavior can be seen as individual selfish [11]. Hui et al. studied its impact in mobile social network, and they found that mobile social network is robust to the individual selfish due to the multiple paths [11]. Then, it was studied further in [12]. There are also some incentive methods to make nodes be cooperative[13]-[14]. On the other hand, nodes can be divided into different communities according to their interesting, citation relation, etc. Obviously, nodes in the same community often have some social ties, and they are more willing to help each other. This behavior can be seen as social selfish. Li et al. proposed this behavior for the first time [15]. Its impact on the routing performance of ER was explored in [16], and then they studied the impact of both individual selfish and social selfish on multicasting application [17]. However, above works failed to consider the fact that some nodes may belong to more than one community which is common in the real world [18].

In this paper, we studied the routing performance of ER in DTN with overlapping communities and selfish nodes by the Markov process for the first time. At present, many researchers are interesting in ER algorithm [19]. For example, the performance of ER based on the sparsely exponential graph was studied in [20], and the problem was explored again with heterogeneous nodes [21]. The performance of two-hop relay routing (a special case of ER) under limited packet lifetime was studied in [22]. The authors in work [23] studied the routing performance with contention. In addition, some works begin to study how to decrease the energy consumption of ER. Authors in [24] proposed the optimal probabilistic forwarding policy under a fluid model approximation, and they proved that the optimal policy is the threshold form. Then, they addressed the problem of online estimation of optimal policies in [25], and explored the problem with heterogeneous nodes in [26]. The optimal forwarding problem with multiple destinations was proposed in [27]. Li et al. designed an optimal relaying scheme for DTN, which considers nodes’ heterogeneous contact rates and delivery costs when selecting relays to minimize the delivery cost while satisfying the required message delivery probability [28]. The optimal control problem with dead nodes was proposed in [29]. However, to our best knowledge, none of the works considered the problem as ours.

2 Network Model

The set of nodes in the network is denoted by $V$. Besides the source $S$ and destination $D$, every node belongs to at least one of the two communities, which are denoted by $C_1$ and $C_2$, respectively. It is easy to see that the source and destination may belong to any class. For simplicity, we assume that $D$ belongs to $C_1$ and $S$ belongs to $C_2$. In fact, our work can be extended to other cases easily. Nodes other than the destination can be seen as relay nodes. The number of relay nodes in the first class is $M$ and the second class has $N$ nodes. Due to the overlap of the communities, there are $0 < min\{M, N-1\}$ nodes belonging to both classes. Therefore, there are totally $V = M + N + 1 - O$ nodes.

The link exists between two nodes only when they come into the transmission range of each other, which means a contact, so the mobility of the users is critical. In this paper, we assume that the occurrence of contacts between two nodes follows a Poisson distribution, which is found in many well-known mobility models, such as random waypoint and random direction [30]. This assumption also has been checked by certain real motion traces [31]. Therefore, we can assume that the inter-meeting time between two contacts follows an exponential distribution
with parameter $\lambda$.

Nodes may not be willing to help others due to the individual selfish nature. In this paper, we assume that nodes in $C_1$ help the one in the same class with probability $p_1$, and nodes in $C_2$ help the one in the same class with probability $p_2$. On the other hand, nodes is social selfish, so we assume that nodes in $C_1$ help nodes belonging to $C_2$ with probability $p_{12}$, and nodes in $C_2$ help nodes belonging to $C_1$ with probability $p_{21}$. In fact, many papers used this mode to denote the selfish nature of nodes [15], [16], etc. Because nodes are more willing to help the one in the same community, we have $p_1 > p_{12}$ and $p_2 > p_{21}$. In addition, for any two nodes $i$ and $j$ which belong to $C_1$ and $C_2$ at the same time, we assume that they communicate with each other with probability $p = \max\{p_1, p_2\}$. This assumption is based on the observation that nodes having more common hobbies often have much closer relationship. Therefore, they are more willing to help others. For simplicity, we assume $p = \max\{p_1, p_2\}$ in this paper. That is, if $p_1 > p_2$, nodes $i$ and $j$ communicate with probability $p_1$, or with probability $p_2$.

3 Data Dissemination Process and Performance Analysis

Now, we begin to explore the data dissemination process based on the ER algorithm. First, we give a new classification of the nodes. In particular, nodes only belonging to $C_1$ are denoted by $C_{11}$, and nodes just belonging to $C_2$ are denoted by $C_{22}$. Nodes belonging to both $C_1$ and $C_2$ are denoted by $C_{12}$. Therefore, class $C_{11}$ has $M-O$ relay nodes, class $C_{22}$ has $N-O$ relay nodes, and class $C_{12}$ has $O$ relay nodes. A snapshot of the network can be seen in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: A snapshot of the network](image)

The dashed lines in Figure 1 mean that the link between the nodes is opportunistic. The caption on the line denotes the forwarding probability. Specially, it denotes the forwarding probability from the starting point to the end point. On the other hand, we have $p_{1m} = \max\{p_1, p_{21}\}$ and $p_{2m} = \max\{p_2, p_{12}\}$. That is, for any node $i$ in $C_{11}$ and $j$ in $C_{12}$, because $j$ takes $i$ as a friend, it forwards toward $i$ with probability $p_1$. However, node $j$ also belongs to $C_2$, if nodes in $C_2$ are altruism, node $j$ may forward toward $i$ with probability $p_{21}$ which is bigger then $p_1$. Therefore, $j$ should forward to $i$ with probability $p_{1m}$. We can get the meaning of $p_{2m}$ according to above analysis easily.

3.1 Date Dissemination Model

Let $X(t)$ denote the number of relay nodes in class $C_{11}$ which is carrying data at time $t$ (not including $D$), $Y(t)$ denote the number of nodes carrying data in $C_{22}$ (including $S$), and $Z(t)$ denote the corresponding number in $C_{12}$. Therefore, the state of the network at time $t$ can be denoted as $(X(t), Y(t), Z(t))$, and there are totally $(M-O+1)(N-O+1)(O+1)$ transient states. When the destination gets data, the transmission stops, and this state can be seen as the absorption state which is denoted by $Dst$.

From state $(X(t), Y(t), Z(t))$, the network may change to one of the following four states through one-step transition, that is, $S1=(X(t)+1, Y(t), Z(t))$, $S2=(X(t), Y(t)+1, Z(t))$, $S3=(X(t)$,
Y(t), Z(t)+1) and Dst. State S1 means that one node in C11 received data. Obviously, one premise condition of this transition is X(t)<M-O, which means that at least one relay node in C11 does not receive data at time t. The node in C11 which just received data can get the data from nodes in any class. For simplicity, if the node received data from node j, we say that the transition is triggered by j. Obviously, node j may be any node in the network which is carrying data. If j is in class C11, one node in C11 without data must encounter with node j, and node j is also willing to forward data to it. Because there are X(t) nodes in the class C11 carrying data at time t, so there are M-O- X(t) nodes without data in C11. Obviously, node j may be any node in the X(t) nodes, and the new node which just received data may be any one in the M-O- X(t) nodes. In addition, nodes encounter with each other according to the exponential distribution with parameter λ, combining the selfish behavior, we know that the transition rate is λX(t)(M-O- X(t))p1. If the transition is triggered by nodes in C22, nodes without data in C11 must encounter with one node which has received data before in C22. Because there are Y(t) nodes in the class C22 which is carrying data at time t, and nodes in C22 forward to nodes in C11 with probability p21, we can know that the transition rate is λY(t)(M-O- X(t))p21. By the same method, we know that if the data comes from C12, the transition rate is λZ(t)(M-O- X(t))p1m. Now, we can get the total transition rate from state (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) to S1 through one-step transition which is shown as follows,

\[ (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) \rightarrow S1, \text{rate}\lambda(M-O-X(t))(X(t)p1 + Y(t)p21 + Z(t)p1m) \] (1)

Similarly, we can get the transition rate from state (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) to S2 and S3 through one-step transition, which is shown as follows,

\[ (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) \rightarrow S2, \text{rate}\lambda(N-O-Y(t))(X(t)p12 + Y(t)p2 + Z(t)p2m) \]

\[ (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) \rightarrow S3, \text{rate}\lambda(O-Z(t))(X(t)p1 + Y(t)p2 + Z(t)p) \] (2)

If the network comes into Dst from state (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)), the destination D must receive data. According to above analysis and the forwarding probability in Figure 1, we can get,

\[ (X(t), Y(t), Z(t)) \rightarrow \text{Dst}, \text{rate}\lambda(X(t)p1 + Y(t)p21 + Z(t)p1m) \] (3)

Let Q denote the generate matrix which is defined as follows,

\[ Q = \begin{pmatrix} T & R \\ 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix} \] (4)

The elements in the matrix are different. T is a sub-matrix and it denotes the rate of the transition from one transient state to another. So the number of the rows and columns of the matrix is both (M-O+1)(N-O+1)(O+1). R is a column vector with (M-O+1)(N-O+1)(O+1) elements and it denotes the rate of the transition from one transient state to the absorbing state Dst. The left 0 is a row vector with (M-O+1)(N-O+1)(O+1) elements and it denotes the rate of the transition from Dst to any transient state. The right 0 is a vector with only one element and it denotes the rate of the transition from Dst to Dst. According to Equations (1), (2) and (3), we can get every element of Q. For example, from state (x, y, z), we have,

\[
\begin{align*}
T(x+1, y, z | x, y, z) &= \lambda(M-O-x)(xp1 + yp21 + zp1m), \\
T(x, y+1, z | x, y, z) &= \lambda(N-O-y)(xp12 + yp2 + zp2m), \\
T(x, y, z+1 | x, y, z) &= \lambda(O-Z)(xp1 + yp2 + zp), \\
R(Dst | x, y, z) &= \lambda(xp1 + yp21 + zp1m), \\
R(others | x, y, z) &= 0
\end{align*}
\] (5)

Symbol others may be any state other than (x+1, y, z), (x, y+1, z), (x, y, z+1) and Dst.
3.2 Performance Analysis

First, we define the one-step transition probability matrix $P$ which can be got from the generator matrix $Q$ easily. For example, the transition probability from state $i$ to $j$ is $P(j|i)$, which is an element of $P$. Each row of $Q$ represents the transition rate from one state to others. Therefore, the sum of all elements in one row denotes the rate of leaving the current state. For example, given state $SS$, the rate of leaving this state denoted by $speed(SS)$ can be shown as,

$$speed(SS) = \sum_{i \in S} Q(i|SS)$$

Symbol $S$ represents the set of all valid states and $Q(i|SS)$ is one element in $Q$ which represents the transition rate from $SS$ to $i$. Now, we can get the probability of the transition.

$$P(i|SS) = Q(i|SS)/speed(SS), i \in S$$

Let $DT(k)$ denote the average delivery delay till $D$ received data, starting from state $k=(x, y, z)$. Obviously, we have $DT(Dst)=0$. Similarly, let $ST(k)$ denote the residence time in state $k$ and we also have $ST(Dst)=0$. For any transient state $k$, we have $speed(k)>0$ and $ST(k)=1/speed(k)$. By conditioning on the one-hop transition out of the current state, we have

$$DT(k) = \sum_{j \in S} P(j|k)DT(j) + ST(k)$$

$$= \sum_{j \in S} P(j|k)DT(j) + ST(k) - P(k|k)DT(k)$$

$$= \sum_{j \in S} P(j|k)DT(j) + ST(k)$$

Define $DT$ as a column vector of the average delivery delay starting from any valid transient state, and $ST$ also a column vector of the residence time. Then, we can obtain,

$$DT = P \ast DT + ST \Rightarrow DT = (I - P)^{-1}ST$$

Because only the source has data at the beginning, we know that the initial state is $initial-state=(0, 1, 0)$. Therefore, the average delivery delay is $DT(initial-state)$.

Now, we begin to compute the average energy cost using similar method. Here, we only consider the energy cost in the transition process. As described in [24], [25] and [26], the energy cost is proportional to the number of transmissions which contain both the forwarding and receiving process. In this paper, we use the number of transmissions to denote the energy cost simply. Let $ER(k)$ denote the average energy cost till $D$ received data, starting from state $k=(x, y, z)$, obviously $ER(Dst)=0$. According to above analysis, from state $k$, the network may come into any state of the following four states: $k1=(x+1, y, z), k2=(x, y+1, z), k3=(x, y, z+1)$ and $Dst$. Obviously, if the network changes into one of them, one node must forward data and the other one must receive data. That is, if the network changes state, there is one transmission. Therefore, we can obtain,

$$ER(k) = P(k1|k)(1 + ER(k1)) + P(k2|k)(1 + ER(k2)) + P(k3|k)(1 + ER(k3)) + P(Dst|k)(1 + ER(Dst))$$

$$= \sum_{j \in S} P(j|k)(1 + ER(j)) = \sum_{j \in S} P(j|k) + \sum_{j \in S} P(j|k)ER(j)$$

$$= 1 + \sum_{j \in S} P(j|k)ER(j)$$

Define $ER$ as the corresponding column vector. Equation (10) can be changed to the following equation.

$$ER = P \ast ER + e \Rightarrow ER = (I - P)^{-1}e$$

Symbol $e$ is a column vector and every element in it equals to 1. Therefore, the average energy cost starting from state $initial-state=(0, 1, 0)$ is $ER(initial-state)$. 
4 Simulation and Numerical Results

4.1 Simulation Results

In this section, we will check the accuracy of our theoretical model, and we run several simulations using the Opportunistic Network Environment (ONE) simulator [32]. The simulation is based on both synthetic mobility model and real-world-based scenarios. The synthetic model is the famous Random Waypoint (RWP) mobility model. In this model, the simulation terrain is 1000m×1000m, and the speed varies from 0.5 to 1.25m/s. The transmission range is 2m. For the real-world-based scenario, we use the Poisson contact model. Specifically, we have \( \lambda = 3.71 \times 10^{-6} \text{s}^{-1} \). As shown in [17] and [33], this value is obtained from the vehicle model, which is based on real motion traces from about 2100 operational taxis for about one month in Shanghai city collected by GPS. Authors of [34] proposed a least-fitting method to identify the exponential parameter and find that above value is well proper. For the theoretical model related parameters, we set \( p_1 = 0.5, p_{12} = 0.2, p_2 = 0.8 \) and \( p_{21} = 0.1 \). As described above, there are totalnum = \( M + N - O \) relay nodes in the network. Without loss of generality, we set \( M = N \) and \( O = 0.2 \times \text{totalnum} \). Through let the number of relay nodes increase from 10 to 100, we get the results in Figure 2.

From the result we can see that the average deviation between the theoretical results and the simulation is very small. For example, the deviation is about 2.8% for the RWP mobility model and 4.6% for the Poisson contact model. This demonstrates the accuracy of our theoretical model. Then, we will use the theoretical results obtained by our model to evaluate the performance in different cases.

4.2 Performance Analysis with Numerical Results

First, we will explore the impact of the overlap between communities. Here, we increase the value of \( O \) continuously till reaching to totalnum. Let the ratio \( O / \text{totalnum} \) increase from 0.1 to 1. Other settings are the same as that in RWP model in the simulation. The numerical results are shown in Figure 3 when the number of relay nodes equals to 20, 40 and 80, respectively.

Figure 3 shows that if there are more nodes belonging to both communities at the same time, the average delivery delay will be smaller. For example, when \( N = 20 \), the average delivery delay is reduced by about 79.2% when the value of \( O / \text{totalnum} \) increases from 0 to 1. However, the value of \( O / \text{totalnum} \) has little influence on the average energy cost.

Then, we will explore the impact of the overlap when the selfish level is different. First, we explore the case with different social selfish level, so we can assume that nodes in the same community are altruism for each other, that is \( p_1 = p_2 = 1 \). The total number of relay nodes
totalnum is 40, and we have $M=N$. Other settings are also the same as that in RWP model. We set $p_{12} = p_{21}$, and let their value equal to 0.1, 0.5, 0.8 and 1, respectively. Through letting $O/totalnum$ increase from 0.1 to 1, we can get Figure 4.

From Figure 4 we can see that with fixed social selfish level, the average delivery delay is decreasing with the increasing of the nodes in $C12$ when $p_{12} = p_{21} < 1$. When $p_{12} = p_{21} = 1$, every node is altruism, so the overlap between communities cannot have any impact. This result also shows that the smaller of $p_{12}$ ($p_{12} = p_{21}$), the bigger of the decreasing ratio will be. In addition, the difference of the delivery delay with different social selfish level is decreasing with $O/totalnum$, and they have the same value when $O/totalnum = 1$. Figure 4(b) is a surprising result, and it shows that the average energy cost is not monotonous with $O/totalnum$. This demonstrates the complex correlation between the overlap and the social selfish behavior. When the cooperative level is small, for example when $p_{12} = p_{21} = 0.1$, the average energy cost is decreasing with $O/totalnum$. This is because that with the increasing of $O/totalnum$, the average delivery delay decreasing rapidly (see Figure 4(a)), data has less time to spread further. However, when nodes are more cooperative, the average energy cost is first increasing, and then begins to decrease with $O/totalnum$. In this case, though the average delivery delay still decreases with $O/totalnum$, the increasing degree of the data spreading speed is much bigger. Therefore, the energy cost increases in some degree, but the impact of the increasing of the data spreading speed becomes smaller when $O/totalnum$ is big enough. In fact, the fluctuation of the average energy cost is very small under different value of $O/totalnum$. Therefore, if there are more nodes belonging to more community, the network can get better performance without much increasing of the energy cost.

Now, we want to explore the results with different individual selfish level when the social
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Figure 5: Impact of the overlap phenomena with different level of individual selfish

selfish level is fixed. Here, we assume that nodes in one community helps the one in other community with probability 0.1. Other settings are the same as that in Figure 4. We give the numerical results when $p_{12} = p_{21} = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8$ and 1, respectively. Let $O/totalnum$ increase from 0.1 to 1, we can get Figure 5. The result also shows that the average delivery delay decreases with $O/totalnum$. The average energy cost has similar changing rule as that in Figure 4(b). This further demonstrates that the overlap is good for the network.

5 Conclusions

This paper explored the performance of ER algorithm in DTN which has overlapping communities and selfish nodes, and a theoretical model based on the Markov process was proposed. Simulation results show the accuracy of the model. Numerical results show that the overlap between communities can improve the performance without much increasing of the energy cost.
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